
 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

                   

Dr.V.Selladurai 

Principal,  

Coimbatore Institute of Technology,  

Coimbatore-641014.  

                                         MESSAGE 

 SYNERGY-18 is indeed a work of art and a treasure of true ideas and the 

creativity of students. This is a gateway for our students to put forth their talent, 

ideas and the technical knowledge. I have no doubt that these articles and features 

will be informative and interesting. Nothing is achieved without the sweat of hard 

work. Here the hard work is reflected in the quality of articles.  

I congratulate the ―DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING‖ and the 

students who have contributed their articles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Dr.M.Thirumarimurugan  

Professor and Head,  

Department of Chemical Engineering, 

Coimbatore Institute of Technology,  

Coimbatore-641014.  

                                                    MESSAGE 

 

SYNERGY our department magazine has always come out with flying colours 

which portrays the distinguished articles. It also gives them a wonderful 

opportunity  for young minds to think beyond the horizon and to bring the 

innovative thinking of my students and my co-staff members to different and 

various  extent. I am very much happy, that  this special  edition of synergy has 

come out as pictured with perfection for Aavishkar 2k18 and I thank the editorial 

board for their perpetual work and passion in the making of SYNERGY. With 

more expectation I wish the success to prevail and may the Almighty bless you 

all with all the desires and wishes. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Mr.A.Vivek Joe Bharath  

Staff Coordinator,  

Student chapter IIChE, 

Coimbatore Institute of Technology,  

Coimbatore-641014.  

                                                 MESSAGE  

It is indeed my pleasure to appreciate the editors who worked hard for compiling 

every information and ideas of various students into a well organized magazine. 

Information once shared gets multiplied leading to innovations. I hope this 

magazine would serve this purpose of spreading such information. I am glad that 

the information delivered will live to the hearts of the people who come across it. 

On behalf of IIChE students chapter I wish to continue their success in upcoming 

editions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Mr.A.Gnanaprakasam 

 Staff Advisor, 

 Chemical engineering association, 

 Coimbatore Institute of Technology, 

 Coimbatore-641014.  

                                               MESSAGE  

I am elated to extend my best wishes to the editors of SYNERGY .This is indeed 

a key to continuous changing engineering environment in the world. It not only 

triggers the minds of students to be cognizant of the recent developments but also 

nurtures them to be a part of the development which would result in the 

betterment of the people and society on the whole.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

 Always  first and foremost , Obviously we are debted to thank the Almighty God 

without whom our work is incomplete we are immensely happy to release our 

Aavishkar 2k18 edition of synergy . We are very much privileged to be the editors 

of Synergy magazine. Our hearty thanks to our Head of department who 

motivated us with his enthusiastic and valuable words .We hope and pray that our 

work should carry more momentum in future progress and editions.      

                                                                                           EUNICE ARUL RAJ .J 

                                                                                           VIGNESHWAR.A 

                                                                                           SUKANYA G.S 

                                                                                           PRIYADHARSHINI. S 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Homogeneous distribution of nanosized ZnO in montmorillonite clay. 

Nanosized ZnO intercalated in montmorillonite (ZnO-MMT) was successfully prepared by 

two-step preparation: ion exchange and thermal treatment. It was found that the structure of 

the obtained composite was arranged in the house-of-cards structure with the homogeneous 

distribution of nanosized ZnO in the clay sheets, according to the XRD, SEM–EDX, TEM, 

XAS analyses. Importantly, as-obtained ZnO-MMT showed the small domains of crystalline 

ZnO with less particle aggregation. The particle size of ZnO defined by TEM was in the range 

of 1.8–3.0 nm. In addition, XAS results suggested the presence of short-range structural order 

in wurtzite ZnO crystalline. The photocatalytic activity of ZnO-MMT over Rhodamine B 

solution was remarkably enhanced with the normalized quantity of 8.4 mmol g−1 compared 

with a physical mixture of ZnO and montmorillonite (ZnO@MMT) (1.8 mmol g−1) and 

commercial ZnO (1.1 mmol g−1). This photocatalytic enhancement was attributed to the strong 

synergistic interaction of nanosized ZnO that was homogeneously embedded in the 

montmorillonite structure. 

         P.Dhinesh Kumar 

         3rd year 

 

Production of l-menthyl acetate through kinetic resolution. 

Enzymatic transesterification of dl-menthol with vinyl acetate in tert-Butyl methyl ether 

(TBME) catalyzed by Candida cylindracea lipase (CCL) was carried out in the presence of 

cinchona alkaloid as additive. The effects of various reaction parameters, such as lipase nature 

and loading, acylating agent, molecular sieves, solvents and various additives, on the reactivity 

as well as on the enantioselectivity were investigated. A significant improvement of CCL 

reactivity has been recorded after using cinchona alkaloid as additive in TBME. A high 

enantiomeric ratio (E = 80) was achieved when 30 mol% of quinidine was added, and l-(-)-

menthyl acetate was obtained with 93% optical purity and 49% conversion. This process was 

easily applied to gram-scale quantities, using commercially inexpensive lipase, providing high 

yield optically active menthol under mild experimental conditions. 

         M.Kalai Rajan 

         3rd year 

 

A ternary hybrid system based on combination of mesoporous silica, heteropolyacid and 

double-layered clay 

SBA/hydrotalcite/heteropolyacid nanocomposite is synthesized via a novel procedure in which 

the as-prepared heteropolyacid-loaded SBA-15 was impregnated with calcined hydrotalcite. 

The ternary hybrid system was characterized by using SEM/EDS, XRD, BET, TPD, TGA, 

FTIR and ICP-AES and also used as an efficient catalyst for the synthesis of 2,4-dihydro-3H-

pyrazol-3-one derivatives via the reaction of arylaldehydes and 5-methyl-1H-pyrazol-3(2H)-

one under reflux condition. Moreover, the catalytic activity of this catalyst was confirmed for 

the one-pot four-component reaction of aryl aldehydes, ethylacetoacetate, malononitrile and 

hydrazine hydrate/phenyl hydrazine in aqueous media for the synthesis of pyranopyroles. The 

investigation of the effect of the synthetic procedure and calcination of the hydrotalcite on the 



catalytic activity of the catalyst established that this factor does not exert a marked effect on 

the catalytic activity. The present procedures benefit from diverse advantages, including high 

yields, simplicity, mild reaction conditions and short reaction times. Moreover, this catalyst 

was reusable for up to five reaction runs and the HPA leaching was suppressed. 

         M.K.A.Mageshwar 

         3rd year 

 

Modelling hollow fiber membrane modules for anesthesia gas separation. 

A membrane separation process was previously developed to remove carbon dioxide from 

anesthesia partial rebreathing circuits. The process investigated in this study used a cylindrical 

hollow fiber membrane module with radial flow of the feed gas on the shell side and axial flow 

of the sweep gas on the lumen side of the hollow fibers. Oxygen was used as the sweep gas in 

one- and two-pass configurations to facilitate carbon dioxide transfer across the membrane. 

The polymethylpentene membranes used in this study have previously been shown to have a 

high selectivity for carbon dioxide over commonly used anesthetic vapours. Therefore, the 

primary focus of this study was on the carbon dioxide separation performance of different 

module configurations and the development of a validated model that could be used for further 

design and optimization studies. A transient pseudo-one-dimensional design model was 

developed to predict the performance of the membrane system. The model was constructed by 

dividing the membrane into a distribution of interconnected, equally-sized, perfectly-mixed 

segments. Steady-state experimental data, collected for a 5% carbon dioxide (balance oxygen) 

feed gas and a pure oxygen sweep gas, were used to tune the number of segments in the model. 

The tuned model predictions were then compared to experimental data for the full range of feed 

and sweep flow rates (1–15 L min−1). Four different membrane modules were used to explore 

the impact of configuration on separation performance. The modules varied in diameter (80 

mm and 100 mm), hollow fiber packing density (0.213, 0.302, and 0.454), and number of 

sweep passes (one and two passes). The model provided good predictions of the steady-state 

membrane performance for the range of operating conditions investigated in this study. Model 

validity was not found to be very sensitive to the number of segments over the tested range of 

operating conditions. The number of segments did not need to be readjusted for different flow 

rates, which indicates that the design model can be used for extrapolating predictions beyond 

the flow rates and membrane sizes investigated in the current study. 

         M.Mohammed 

         3rd year 

 

Film flow on rotating wheel in a horizontal twin-shaft reactor for polymer devolatilization 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to investigate the film flow on rotating wheel 

for a horizontal twin-shaft reactor. The Volume of Fluid (VOF) model combined with the 

sliding mesh method was chosen to simulate the film formation process. The mechanism on a 

rotating wheel distinguishes itself from that on a regular solid disk. Bounded film with only 

one gas–liquid interface and unbounded film with two gas–liquid interfaces coexist due to the 

presence of an open window under certain operation conditions. The unbounded film inside 

open window is significantly thinner and returns more rapidly to the liquid pool. The minimum 

rotating speed for unbounded film formation decreases when the liquid viscosity increases. The 



open window on the rotating wheel can enhance the film flow and surface renewal, due to the 

interaction and transition between the unbounded film inside the open window zone and the 

bounded film on the ring and spoke zones, but this intensification is limited for highly viscous 

polymers. 

         P.Srikumarn 

         3rd year 

Model predictive control in comparison to elemental balance control in an E. coli fed-

batch. 

For efficient bioprocess control it is essential to use advanced model based control strategies. 

Various models and control algorithms with different behaviour and peculiarities exist. The 

goal of this study was to compare the performance of two different model-based control 

strategies with respect to simultaneous set-point control of two individual substrate uptake rates 

(namely specific glucose and specific lactose uptake rates) by two substrate feeds within an E. 

coli fed-batch process. The compared controllers were an already established controller based 

on elemental balances (EBC), which was adapted for two feeds, and a model predictive 

controller (MPC) based on a mechanistic model, which was developed and configured for this 

study. MPC and EBC were compared systematically with a simulation and an experimental 

study. Both showed a comparable behaviour and were generally capable to fulfil their tasks. 

The MPC was based on a better and more flexible description of the system, whereas the EBC 

was easier and showed a more stable behaviour. Both suffered in case of wrongly estimated 

initial biomass. Summed up, for the described situation the EBC was preferable due to its 

simplicity. However, the potential of the MPC is clearly in its prediction power and flexibility 

towards objective functions. Therefore, it would be the controller of choice in case of product-

related objective functions. 

         J.Aaro idayan 

         3rd year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Protein crystallization in a droplet-based microfluidic device. 

His work reports a cheap and easy-to-use droplet-based microfluidic platform for the study of 

protein crystallization, offering the possibility to characterize the protein phase behaviour, and 

the effect of volumetric and interfacial phenomena on the crystallization mechanism. We 

conducted a parametric study supported by comparison with literature data, to quantify the 

influence of the droplet volume on the thermodynamic (solubility data) and kinetic 

(metastability data) parameters, using lysozyme as a model protein. Experiments were 

performed in a tubular microreactor at low Capillary numbers (4.1 × 10−5–2.3 × 10−4), 

resulting in a broad range of droplet sizes. The droplet formation in a flow-focusing geometry 

was also numerically studied using CFD and a correlation for the droplet size was developed. 

Subsequently, the lysozyme phase behaviour and the possible mechanisms associated with the 

nucleation process were evaluated. While crystallization in small volume droplets is usually 

characterized by a low nucleation probability and correspondingly low number of crystals, we 

did not observe this in our experiments. A potential explanation for this is the complex and 

stochastic mechanism of nucleation, including the competition between monomers and 

oligomers in solution. 

          U.Bharathan’ 

          3rd year. 

 

Molecular dynamics simulation of methane hydrate formation on metal surface with oil. 

Microsecond molecular dynamics simulations were performed to investigate the methane 

hydrate formation on smooth and rough metal surface covered with water, light oil, and heavy 

oil with asphaltenes, respectively. The growth and crystallization of methane hydrates were 

characterized by the four-body order parameter and the face-saturated incomplete cage 

analysis. Results highlighted the priority for hydrate growth inside the groove of rough metal 

surface, from which the hydrate grew upwards to the outside of the groove and then to the 

water-gas interface. It clearly demonstrated the inhibition effects of light oil on the methane 

hydrate growth, which was further enhanced by adding asphaltenes. The inhibition mechanisms 

were elaborated during different stages of hydrate growth by gaining insights into the four-

body order parameters at different locations of metal surface. To our knowledge, this was the 

first molecular-level study on the methane hydrate evolution on metal surface with heavy oil. 

It provided theoretical supports for evaluating the priority sites for the hydrate formation on 

pipe wall with concave and convex surfaces that might result from metal corrosion, change of 

pipe diameter or depositions of solid particles during the multi-phase transportation. 

          Kitto  

          3rd year 

Metabolic flux analysis linked to complex raw materials as tool for bioprocess 

improvement. 

Biopharmaceutical processes should be designed to maximize productivity and ensure product 

quality. What is underestimated in this context is the variability of the raw material. Especially 

complex raw materials are challenging to characterize, hence, the identification of crucial raw 

material attributes that influence productivity or product quality is troublesome. In this study 

metabolic flux analysis (MFA) is applied to fill the gap between raw material characterization 



and process understanding. The approach is demonstrated in corn steep liquor (CSL) and a 

Penicillium chrysogenum process. This bioprocess is already well understood and there exist 

various MFA models aiming at understanding the fungal metabolism and production pathways. 

However, MFA was as per our knowledge not used for the identification of critical raw material 

attributes. Hence, in this study an MFA model was adapted from literature including CSL 

related fluxes and CSL release kinetics. The application of a sensitivity analysis with respect 

to qPen and µ, revealed the potential of the model based approach: we identified methionine 

as a key attribute in CSL for penicillin production. As a consequence, an optimized process 

could be presented by reducing CSL in the media and pulsing methionine, which resulted in a 

duplication of product titer. 

In summary, the expansion of an MFA model with raw material characteristics featured by the 

application of sensitivity analysis is a promising approach for science-based decisions on 

crucial raw material attributes. It could facilitate the predictive design of complex raw materials 

along Quality by Design rationales as well as model-based process improvement with respect 

to raw material attributes. Additionally, the method allows the identification of raw material 

variability and the impact of these variances on the process. 

          Kumaresan 

          3rd year. 

 

Experimental confirmation of a new invariant for a non-linear chemical reaction 

The first non-Onsager thermodynamic invariant for a non-linear chemical system was found 

experimentally in all domains using “the dual kinetic experiment” in a batch reactor in which 

the reaction of esterification of ethanol with acetic acid was studied jointly with the reaction of 

hydrolysis of ethyl acetate. In a typical experiment, a glass flask was loaded with 200 mL of 

1 mol/L ethanol and acetic acid in acetonitrile for esterification or 1 mol/L ethyl acetate and 

water in acetonitrile for hydrolysis at 20, 30, and 40 °C. 

          D.Yogesh Raj 

          3rd year 

 

A multiphase model for exploring tumor cell migration driven by autologous chemotaxis. 

It has been demonstrated that interstitial fluid (IF) flow can play a crucial role in tumor cell 

progression. In the seminal works by Swartz and collaborators (Fleury et al., 2006; Shields et 

al., 2007) it was discovered that due to this flow, chemokine ligands secreted by tumor cells 

selectively tend to bind to receptors (CCR7) on the downstream side of the cells that in turn 

stimulate cells to migrate in the direction of the flow. This migration process was denoted as 

autologous chemotaxis. Previous mathematical modeling of autologous chemotaxis apparently 

has been restricted to single-phase considerations. The purpose of this work is to explore how 

a multiphase approach can be used where the fluid and cancer cells are treated as two separate 

phases with their own momentum balance equations. A mathematical model is derived that 

sheds light on essential nonlinear coupling mechanisms and interactions that are involved. The 

role played by fluid-ECM (friction type of term) and cell-ECM interaction forces (adhesion 

forces) are demonstrated. In particular, a fluid generated stress term in the mathematical 

expression for the cell velocity is highlighted. This term reflects how the flowing fluid will try 

to push the cancer cells in the downstream direction whose effect must be counterbalanced by 



the cancer cells by creating a sufficiently strong cell-ECM resistance force. Moreover, in order 

to represent the autologous chemotaxis migration mechanism we include (i) a component to 

represent stagnant ECM concentration (collagen); (ii) a chemical component representing 

chemokine that can convect with the fluid; and (iii) a third chemical component to represent 

protease secreted by the cancer cells which is able to release ECM-bound chemokine through 

proteolytic activity. The resulting model allows us to demonstrate how the autologous 

chemotaxis transport mechanism is governed by formation of chemokine concentration 

gradients that are asymmetric and skewed in the flow direction. We test the model behavior for 

a flow system with an external imposed pressure gradient which is comparable with the 

laboratory experiments by Swartz and collaborators. Sensitivity to changes in circumstances 

like blocking of the CCR7 receptor needed for autologous chemotaxis and elimination of the 

pressure driven IF flow (i.e., no flow) are explored and discussed. We also illustrate the model 

behavior in an envisioned tumor setting where increased IF flow is produced from leaky blood 

vessels that sit on the inside of the tumor. An increased fluid flow towards the region on the 

outside of the tumor is then generated where it is adsorbed by lymphatic vessels and gives rise 

to a characteristic elevated IF pressure profile that decreases at the tumor periphery. In turn, 

this results in an autologous chemotactic driven migration of cancer cells at the rim of the 

tumor. The simulation illustrates how the autologous chemotactic cell migration mechanism 

discovered by Swartz and collaborators possibly can be used as a means for metastasis by 

generating aggressive cell migration towards lymphatic vessels. 

         R.Balachandhar 

         3rd year  

 

Solvent diffusion and dispersion in partially saturated porous media. 

 

Recent research on unlocking the solvent dispersion as a physical blending process in porous 

media has been mainly focused on core-scale observations. Pore-level studies of multiphase 

displacements can help to develop models that correlate rock macro-scale characteristics with 

its small-scale features, particularly for unsaturated rocks where the intricate fluid 

arrangements cause dynamic events to be localized in preferential pathways. In this work, to 

draw new insights into the physics of pore-level interfaces and crystallize the role of small-

scale phenomena on the efficiency of solvent-aided bitumen recovery processes, numerical 

simulations coupled with experiments are conducted in pore-level domains. We simulate fluid 

flow and transport phenomena through millimeter-sized three-dimensional slabs of 

consolidated and unconsolidated packings of grains representing the geological rock types of 

the McMurray formation. We propose a robust numerical workflow for simulation of miscible-

floods in unsaturated porous media and investigate the impact of matrix heterogeneity, connate 

water, cementation, and injection velocity on the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. In 

particular, primary drainage is simulated at low capillary numbers resulting in two-phase fluid 

occupancies through pore space domains. Finite element simulations are then carried out in 

order to solve the mixing advection-diffusion equations within the water-free pore space, and 

lastly, the effluent history is analyzed to predict the dispersion coefficient in both fully- and 

partially-saturated conditions and evaluate the efficiency of miscible displacements in the 

presence of microheterogeneities. A new analytical model for calculation of dispersivity, 

together with the numerical simulation results, is utilized to adjust a general model for the 

prediction of longitudinal dispersion coefficient in unsaturated sandy porous media of either 

uniform or non-uniform grains. Moreover, miscible-flood experiments at low to high injection 



velocities are conducted in a transparent glass micromodel. According to the results, rock 

micro-heterogeneities and immobile water both increase the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient, and two-phase equilibria control the velocity field by creating connected regions 

of brine and low resistance oil-filled channels and consequently influence the solute transport 

and mixing processes. The effect of viscosity contrast on the longitudinal dispersion coefficient 

is also noteworthy, as the viscous fingering at unfavorable viscosity ratios widens the mixing 

zone. 

         J.Eunice Arul Raj, 

         3rd year 

 

Particle image velocimetry experiments and direct numerical simulations of solids 

suspension in transitional stirred tank flow. 

Solids suspension in a stirred tank with a down-pumping pitched-blade turbine impeller has 

been investigated by using particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments as well as direct 

numerical simulations (DNS) with a lattice-Boltzmann (LB) method. The flow regime of this 

solid–liquid two-phase system is transitional with the impeller-based Reynolds numbers 

Re = 1334. The refractive index matching (RIM) method is applied in the experiments. The 

overall solids volume fractions are up to 8% in the experiments as well as in the simulations. 

The liquid flow fields around the particles are highly resolved in both experimental and 

simulated cases which makes it possible to investigate solid-liquid interactions in detail. The 

average distributions of the solids over the tank volume as predicted by the simulations are in 

good agreement with the experimental results. It is shown that the presence of particles reduces 

the average velocities as well as the turbulent fluctuation levels of the liquid in both the 

experiments and simulations although the reduction in the simulations is weaker as compared 

to in the experiments. 

         P.Logesh  

         3rd year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Theoretical modeling of transient reaction–diffusion dynamics in electrokinetic Y-shaped 

microreactors. 

We perform a theoretical study on transient reaction–diffusion kinetics in an electrokinetic Y-

shaped microreactor. The flow is assumed to be both steady and fully developed. The 

governing equations are solved in dimensionless form utilizing a 3D finite-volume-based 

numerical algorithm, assuming a second-order irreversible reaction between the components. 

Analytical solutions are also obtained for cross-stream diffusion without reaction under a 

uniform velocity distribution. It is shown that the well-known butterfly-shaped form of the 

product concentration profile is not immediately created and it is established only after the 

system is sufficiently close to its steady-state. Furthermore, the inclination of the concentration 

peak toward the component of lower diffusivity or inlet concentration is less significant at the 

earlier stages of the production. Finally, it is demonstrated that the short-term influence of the 

parameters affecting the advection of mass on the total efficiency, defined as the ratio of the 

total production to the amount of the limiting reactant within the device, is quite the opposite 

of that at the steady-state. 

          N.Kumaresan 

          3rd year 

 

Synthesis of high-performance jet fuel blends from biomass-derived 4-ethylphenol and 

phenylmethanol. 

Bicyclic and multi-cyclic hydrocarbons usually have high density over 0.87 g/cm3, which is 

very popular to synthesize from biomass-derived renewable chemicals, but their cryogenic 

properties need to be further improved for practical applications. In this work, we synthesized 

ethyl-substituted bicyclic high-performance hydrocarbons with improved cryogenic properties 

from the biomass-derived 4-ethylphenol and phenylmethaol. For the alkylation reaction 

between 4-ethylphenol with phenylmethanol, the reaction conditions were optimized, under 

which the conversion of phenylmethanol can achieve 100% with monoalkylated products (2-

benzyl-4-ethylphenol and 3-benzyl-4-ethylphenol) selectivity of 71%. After 

hydrodeoxygenation catalyzed by a mixture catalyst of Pd/C and HZSM-5, the alkylation 

products were mainly converted to the ethyl-substituted dicyclohexylmethane. The obtained 

fuel shows a high density of 0.873 g/cm3 (20 °C), gravimetric net heat of combustion of 

42.7 MJ/kg, and the freezing point of −42 °C, which is promising to serve as a blend component 

for jet fuel application. 

          S.Praveen kumar 

          3rd year 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

A model for the formation of gold nanoparticles in the citrate synthesis method. 

This paper presents a new model for predicting the evolution of the particle size of gold 

nanoparticles (GNPs) in the citrate synthesis method. In this method, the precursor is an acid 

solution of tetrachloroauric acid, while the reducing agent is a base solution of sodium citrate. 

The acid-base properties of the solutions influence how the size of the particles evolves during 

the synthesis. In the literature, various mechanistic theories have been proposed to explain this 

evolution. Turkevich et al. (1951), who pioneered this synthesis method, suggested the 

“organizer theory”. This mechanistic description of the synthesis was modelled by Kumar et 

al. (2007), but recently Agunloye et al. (2017) showed that in several cases this model 

performed poorly, since it does not account for the acid-base properties of the reactants. In this 

work, we present a kinetic model based on the synthesis seed-mediated mechanistic description 

proposed by Wuithschick et al. (2015). In this description, the precursor concurrently reduces 

into gold atoms and hydroxylates into a passive form. The gold atoms then aggregate into seed 

particles, which finally react with the passive form of the precursor in a growth step. 

          A.Vigneshwar 

          3rd year 


